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Translation schemaAbstract To cope with the problem of emitter identiﬁcation caused by the radar words’ uncer-
tainty of measured multi-function radar emitters, this paper proposes a new identiﬁcation method
based on stochastic syntax-directed translation schema (SSDTS). This method, which is deduced
from the syntactic modeling of multi-function radars, considers the probabilities of radar phrases
appearance in different radar modes as well as the probabilities of radar word errors occurrence
in different radar phrases. It concludes that the proposed method can not only correct the defective
radar words by using the stochastic translation schema, but also identify the real radar phrases and
working modes of measured emitters concurrently. Furthermore, a number of simulations are
presented to demonstrate the identiﬁcation capability and adaptability of the SSDTS algorithm.
The results show that even under the condition of the defective radar words distorted by noise,
the proposed algorithm can infer the phrases, work modes and types of measured emitters correctly.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
Multi-function radar (MFR)1,2 emitter identiﬁcation (EID)
module emerges as a critical function unit in an electronic
support measure (ESM) system.3,4 Because of various interfer-
ences in the complex electromagnetic environment,5 the radar
words,6 picked up from received emitter pulses by the receiver
equipments, always have warps compared with their truevalues. Therefore, it is of great importance to identify the mea-
sured MFR emitters correctly.7,8
At present, there are only a few public studies about MFR
EID owing to the agility characteristics ofMFR parameters.9,10
In the aspect of MFR modeling, Visnevski6 considered multi-
function radars (MFRs) as stochastic discrete event systems
and put forward a novel model-centric approach for MFR
modeling, by utilizing the theory of formal language and syn-
tactic pattern recognition. These models, which model MFR
as three levels: the pulse-level, the word-level and the phrase-
level, are compact formal representations that can form a
homogeneous basis for modeling complex radar dynamics.
Dilkes and Visnevski11 described the behavior of many MFR
systems in terms of context-free grammars (CFGs), which
represent all possible combination of sequences that radar
could ever execute from power-up to shutdown. They
Fig. 1 Sketch map of syntactic modeling of MFR.
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non-self-embedding (NSE). Visnevski et al.12 considered the
signals from anMFR to be strings from some formal languages
that can be modeled by a compact syntactic representation,
which is called the NSE CFG, and made use of the theory of
ﬁnite-state automata (FSA) to the electronic warfare (EW)
signal processing of MFRs. Considering the aspect of radar
words extracting, in Refs.6,13, a hidden Markov model
(HMM) is derived for constructing radar words templates
and a modiﬁed version of the Viterbi algorithm is developed
to extract radar words from noisy and corrupted pulse
sequences. This model shows better performance compared
with the standard time of arrival (TOA) histogram technique.
In the aspect of application of MFR modeling, it is shown in
Refs.14,15 that the stochastic context free grammar (SCFG) is
an adequate model for capturing the essential features of the
MFR dynamics, where a maximum likelihood estimator is
derived to estimate the threat of the MFR and a Bayesian
estimator is given to deduce the system parameter values.
Furthermore, it is demonstrated in Refs.16,17 that SCFG, mod-
ulated by a Markov chain, can adequately represent MFRs’
dynamics. They also derived a maximum likelihood sequence
estimator to estimate the system state, and a maximum likeli-
hood parameter estimator to infer the system parameter values.
Cote18 discussed the principal features of typical architecture
for modern naval multi-function radars and analyzed the
impact of the required missions on the system design. Besides,
Charlish et al.19 proposed a novel approach based on informa-
tion theory to improve the quality of the allocation of MFR
resources. All such achievements mentioned above provided
important supports and improvements for MFR EID, but
when the radar words picked up by receiver equipments are
uncertainty, those methods are helpless.
To solve the problem of EID caused by the radar words’
uncertainty of measured MFR emitters, this paper proposes
a new identiﬁcation method based on stochastic syntax-
directed translation schema (SSDTS). This method, which is
deduced from the syntactic modeling of MFR, can not only
correct the defective radar words by using the stochastic trans-
lation schema, but also identify the real radar phrases and
working modes of measured emitters at the same time.2. Syntactic modeling of multi-function radars and problem
formulation
2.1. Syntactic modeling of multi-function radars
Syntactic modeling, which can be viewed as a form of data
compression that can reduce the demand for data storage,
can describe MFR more compactly and accurately. With clear
insight into the physical principles of the system and the
environment, this model is competent to represent MFR
functionality more correctly compared with traditional
methods. In this paper, we construct the identiﬁcation frame
based on MFR syntactic modeling, as shown in Fig. 1.
From Fig. 1 it can be seen that an MFR can be modeled
with three levels: the pulse-level, the word-level and the
phrase-level.6 Notice that a radar word represents a speciﬁc
pattern of a group of pulses that occur over a short period
of time. Fig. 1(a) illustrates two words marked with symbols
‘‘a’’ and ‘‘b’’ on behalf of ﬁxed sequences of pulses with theirown characteristic set of pulse-to-pulse intervals (PPI). The
radar phrase is a sequence of some consecutive radar words.
Each phrase mapped into different modes is allocated to
one task, and these tasks are independent from each
other. Fig. 1(b) shows a phrase made up of the group of radar
words ‘‘abbaa’’. The radar clause is a sequence of some
consecutive radar phrases. For example, the radar clause C1
in Fig. 1(b) is composed of four consecutive radar phrases
Pi(i= 1,2,3,4), which correspond to different radar tasks.2.2. Problem formulation
In this paper, the objective of EID is to infer the MFR emit-
ters’ phrases, modes and types through matching measured
MFR emitters with the known MFRs in emitter database,
which stores the parameters information of MFRs and can
be used as emitter templates in identiﬁcation processing. As
mentioned above, a phrase, which can be mapped into differ-
ent modes, is a sequence of some consecutive radar words. The
sketch map of a radar phrase w2w4w5w1 of one MFR in search
mode is shown in Fig. 2(a). Based on the syntactic model, it is
very useful to take advantage of SCFG to construct a stochas-
tic push-down automaton (PDA)20 or FSA21 to identify the
emitter clauses. Those methods achieve good performance in
MFR emitter identiﬁcation. But if the received emitter words
are uncertain, such methods are powerless. Because of various
interferences in the complex electromagnetic environment, the
receiver equipments always pick up noisy, incomplete or path-
ological radar words compared with their true values,6 which
may form three kinds of radar word errors as shown in
Fig. 2. It is noticed that in Fig. 2, the vertical axis, which
denotes the normalized amplitude of the received pulses.
(1) CH error. Due to the effects of interference or noise, a
radar word in one radar phrase may be changed into
another radar word. The sketch map of this kind of
radar word error is shown in Fig. 2(b), in which the real
radar word w1 is converted into an error radar word w3.
Fig. 2 Sketch map of radar word errors of MFR emitters.
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phrase truncating, a radar word in one radar phrase
may be lost. The sketch map of DE error is shown in
Fig. 2(c), in which the real radar word w1 is lost due
to pulses leakage.
(3) IN error. Due to the interference, noise or radar phrase
truncation effects, an extra radar word may be inserted
into an existent radar phrase. The sketch map of IN
error is shown in Fig. 2(d), in which the parasitical radar
word w6 is added to the radar phrase w2w4w5w1 due to
the effect of interference.
The three kinds of radar word errors mentioned above
often take place at the stage of radar word extraction,
the algorithms of which can be seen in Refs.6,13. In order to
solve the EID problem caused by radar words’ uncertainty
of the measured MFR emitters, this paper proposes a novel
identiﬁcation method based on SSDTS.
3. Identiﬁcation algorithm based on SSDTS
It is helpful to make use of error correction technologies to
deal with radar word errors, through which the input radar
phrases containing erroneous words can be converted into
correct output radar phrases. Considering the probabilities
of radar phrases appearance in different radar modes as well
as the probabilities of radar word errors occurrence in radar
phrases, it is important to make use of SSDTS to solve the
identiﬁcation problem of MFR emitters with radar word
errors. In this paper, an MFR is regarded as a large-scale
dynamic system and signals from the MFR are considered
as formal language strings.6 Firstly, it models MFR with
SCFG (stochastic regular grammar can be recognized as a
special form of SCFG), and then constructs SCFG-based
stochastic translators to identify the defective input radar
phrases.3.1. Stochastic syntax-directed translation schema
A SSDTS22 Js is a six-tuple
Js ¼ ðN;R;D;R;S;DÞ ð1Þ
where N is a ﬁnite set of non-terminal symbols, R a ﬁnite set of
input terminal symbols, D a ﬁnite set of output terminal
symbols, R a ﬁnite set of translation rules, S 2 N the starting
symbol and D a set of probabilities associated with translation
rules R; the two set N and (R [ D) are disjoint. The element of
R is p:Aﬁ a,b, where A 2 N, a 2 (N [ R)*, b 2 (N [ D)*,
p 2 D denotes the probability of the translation rule, and the
superscript * denotes the closure of the corresponding sets in
brackets. The set (N [ R)* consists of all ﬁnite sequences of
symbols drawn from both N and R, while (N [ D)* consists
of all ﬁnite sequences of symbols drawn from both N and D.
It is noticed that the translation rule p:Aﬁ a,b includes two
derivations: (1) In the input string, the non-terminal symbol
A can be replaced by a. (2) In the output string, the non-
terminal symbol A can be replaced by b. These two derivations
constitute a rewriting rule Aﬁ a,b with the probability p,
where (a,b) is a translation pair.
For a SSDTS systemJs = (N,R,D,R,S,D), if all probabilities
assigned by D are unconditional, then this SSDTS translator
is unconstrained.22 The translation formulas are shown as
follows:
(1) 1: ðS;SÞ is associated with S.
(2) If p: ðcAx; qAwÞ is a formula, p^ : A ! a; b is a rule,
where c, x, q and w denote ﬁnite sequences of symbols,
then p  p^ : ðcax; qbwÞ is also a translation formula.
Therefore, when we say that p:(x,y) is a translation formula
of Js, it refers to something that there exists a sequence of rules
which can convert (S,S) into (x,y) with p, where p denotes the
product of rules probabilities of this sequence. Assume that
there are n ways to translate input string x into output string
y, and the probability of each way is pi(x,y)(i= 1,2, . . .,n),
1508 L. Haijun et al.then the probability of the translation pair (x,y) for the trans-
lator Js is computed as
pðx; yÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
piðx; yÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
YkðiÞ
j¼1
pijðx; yÞ ð2Þ
where k(i) is the number of rules used in the ith translation
sequence, and pij(x,y) the probability assigned to the jth rule
in the ith translation sequence.
3.2. Identiﬁcation of defective radar phrases
In this paper, the stochastic context free grammar Gsc is a
ﬁve-tuple22
Gsc ¼ ðNsc;Rsc;Psc;Ssc;DscÞ ð3Þ
where Nsc denotes a ﬁnite set of non-terminal symbols, Rsc a
ﬁnite set of terminal symbols, the number of terminal symbols
in Rsc is l, Psc a ﬁnite set of production rules, Ssc 2 Nsc is the
starting symbol and Dsc is a set of probabilities associated with
production rules Psc. In this section, we elaborate on the
identiﬁcation algorithm based on SSDTS, which utilizes three
different methods to deal with the three kinds of radar word
errors described in Section 2.2 The speciﬁc algorithm is shown
as follows.
3.2.1. Treatment of CH error
In order to deal with CH error, deﬁne an operator CH,22 $"
a 2 Rsc,
CHðaÞ ¼ Rsc  fag ð4Þ
where the operator CH denotes an error that converts one
radar word a into any other one in Rsc. Extend this to the string
y in(Rsc)*, where the superscript * denotes the closure of Rsc,
and assume that there are n symbols with CH errors, then
CHnðyÞ ¼ U jyj < nfxjx 2 ðRscÞg Others

ð5Þ
where x denotes the string that changes n symbols in y, and U
denotes empty set. By using the operator CH, y can be changed
into x. Let CH error appears with a known probability pCH
one by one independently, the possibility of the given terminal
symbol a changing into any other element of Rsc  {a} is the
same, and q= 1  pCH represents the probability of the sym-
bols a without change.
By constructing an SSDTS Js to handle the CH error, let
R= D= Rsc,N= Nsc, and S= Ssc. Suppose that the real sto-
chastic context free grammar Gsc has the production rule
p:Aﬁ c, and there are n terminal symbols in c. In the correction
translation process, the rule with the form Aﬁ t,c (t 2 CHk(c),
0 6 k 6 n) reﬂects the probability of the event ‘‘it uses the pro-
duction rule Aﬁ c in Gsc and there are k CH errors in terminal
symbols’’. The difference between t and c indicates this kind of
radar word errors. So we can obtain the probabilities of the
translation rules R of SSDTS as follows:
pqn : A ! c; c No error
pqn1ðpCH=ðl 1ÞÞ : A ! l; c l 2 CHðcÞ
pqn2ðpCH=ðl 1ÞÞ2 : A ! q; c q 2 CH2ðcÞ
..
.
pðpCH=ðl 1ÞÞn : A! w; c w 2 CHnðcÞ
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð6ÞObserve that the defective radar phrase x caused by CH
error and the accurate radar phrase y have the same length,
namely, the CH error does not change the length of the
original radar phrase y. In Eq. (6), pqn, pqn1(pCH/
(l  1)), . . .,p(pCH/(l  1))n represent the probabilities of the
translation rules respectively, which can be viewed as pij(x,y)
in Eq. (2). Take them into Eq. (2) and we can get the probabil-
ity p(x,y) of the translation pair (x,y). It is noticed that p(x,y)
denotes the probability of identifying the error radar phrase x
as the correct radar phrase y in the mode m.
3.2.2. Treatment of DE error
In order to deal with DE error, we deﬁne an operator DE,22
$" a 2 Rsc,
DEðaÞ ¼ k ð7Þ
where k is an empty symbol and the operator DE denotes an
error that loses one radar word a in Rsc. Extend this to the
string y in (Rsc)
* and assume that there are n symbols with
DE errors, then
DEnðyÞ ¼ U jyj < nfxjx 2 ðRscÞg Others

ð8Þ
where x denotes the string that loses n symbols in y. By using
the operator DE, y can be changed into x. Let DE error appear
with a known probability pDE one by one independently, then
q= 1  pDE represents the probability of losing no symbol. By
constructing an SSDTS Js to deal with the DE error, let
R= D= Rsc, N= Nsc, and S= Ssc. Suppose that the real
stochastic context free grammar Gsc has the production rule-
p:Aﬁ c, and there are n terminal symbols in c. In the correc-
tion translation process, the rule with the form Aﬁ t,c
(t 2 DEk(c), 0 6 k 6 n) reﬂects the probability of the event
‘‘it uses the production rule Aﬁ c in Gsc and there are k DE
errors in terminal symbols’’. The difference between t and c
indicates this kind of radar word errors. So we can obtain
the probabilities of the translation rules R of SSDTS as
pqn : A ! c; c No error
pqn1pDE : A! l; c l 2 DEðcÞ
pqn2p2DE : A! q; c q 2 DE2ðcÞ
..
.
ppnDE : A ! w; c w 2 DEnðcÞ
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð9Þ
Observe that the defective radar phrase x caused by DE
error and the accurate radar phrase y have different lengths,
namely, the DE error can change the length of the original
radar phrasey. In Eq. (9), pqn,pqn1pDE, . . .,ppnDE represent
the probabilities of the translation rules respectively, which
can be viewed as pij(x,y) in Eq. (2). Take them into Eq. (2),
and we can obtain the probability p(x,y) of the translation pair
(x,y). It is noticed that p(x,y) represents the probability of
identifying the error radar phrase x as the correct radar phrase
y in the mode m.
3.2.3. Treatment of IN error
In order to deal with IN error, we deﬁne an operator IN,22
$" a 2 Rsc,
INðaÞ ¼ ~aaþ a~a ð10Þ
Multi-function radar emitter identiﬁcation based on stochastic syntax-directed translation schema 1509where ~a is an arbitrary terminal symbol of Rsc and the oper-
ator IN denotes an error which inserts one radar word before
or after the symbol a in Rsc. Extend this to the string y in
(Rsc)
* and assume that there are n symbols with IN errors,
then
INnðyÞ ¼ U yj j < nfxjx 2 ðRscÞg Others

ð11Þ
where x denotes that there are IN errors in different n positions
of symbols in y. By using the operator IN, y can be changed
into x. Let IN error appear with a known probability pIN
one by one independently, the probability of inserting an ele-
ment before or after a given terminal symbol is the same,
and q= 1  pIN represents the probability of changing no
symbol. By constructing an SSDTS Js to handle the IN error,
let R= D= Rsc, N= Nsc, and S= Ssc. Suppose that the real
stochastic context free grammar Gsc has the production rule
p:Aﬁ c, and there are n terminal symbols in c. In the correc-
tion translation process, the rule with the form Aﬁ t,c
(t 2 INk(c), 0 6 k 6 n) reﬂects the probability of the event ‘‘it
uses the production rule Aﬁ c in Gsc and there are k IN errors
in terminal symbols’’. The difference between t and c indicates
this kind of radar word errors. So we can obtain the probabil-
ities of the translation rules R of SSDTS as
pqn : A! c; c; No error
pqn1ðpIN=2lÞ : A! l; c l 2 INðcÞ; before or after
pqn2ðpIN=2lÞ2 : A! q; c q 2 IN2ðcÞ; before or after
..
.
pðpIN=2lÞn : A! w; c w 2 INnðcÞ; before or after
8>>>><
>>>>:
ð12Þ
Observe that the defective radar phrase x caused by IN
error and the accurate radar phrase y have different lengths,
namely, the IN error can increase the length of the original
radar phrase y. In Eq. (12), pqn,pqn1(pIN/2l), . . .,p(pIN/2l) rep-
resent the probabilities of the translation rules separately,
which can be seen as pij(x,y) in Eq. (2). Take them into Eq.
(2) and we can get the probability p(x,y) of the translation pair
(x,y). It is noticed that p(x,y) denotes the probability of iden-
tifying the error radar phrase x as the correct radar phrase y in
the mode m.
3.3. Rule of decision-making
Assume that after identifying by the SSDTS algorithm men-
tioned above, one received radar phrase x may be matched
with n different radar modes mi(i= 1,2, . . .,n), and the proba-
bility of identifying radar phrase x as belonging to the ith radar
mode is computed as
pðmijxÞ ¼ pðxjmiÞpðmiÞPn
i¼1pðxjmiÞpðmiÞ
ð13Þ
where p(mi) denotes the prior probability of the ith radar mode
and p(xŒmi) is the probability obtained by Eq. (2). It is noticed
that the probability p(mi), which is considered to be a prior
parameter, can be obtained generally by constructing an intel-
ligence database or using other electronic receiver equipment.
Thus the decision-making rule is given asLðm1Þ ¼ max pðmijxÞf g i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n
Lðm2Þ ¼ max pðmijxÞf g i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n & mi – m1

ð14Þ
If
Lðm1Þ  Lðm2Þ > e1
Lðm2Þ > e2

ð15Þ
where e1 and e2 are prior thresholds. It is noticed that the
threshold values, which can be set or selected in a certain range
by using priori information or the similar method in Ref.23, is
very important for decision-making, and different settings of
threshold values may cause different results absolutely. From
Eq. (15), we can get that m1 is the identiﬁed radar mode of
the radar phrase x, and the template radar according with
m1 denotes the identiﬁed radar type of the measured MFR
emitter. It can also be obtained from Eq. (15) that when
L(m1)  L(m2) 6 e1 or L(m2) 6 e2, the identiﬁcation result will
be rejected.
4. Simulation results
In this section, two experiments are performed to demonstrate
the identiﬁcation capability and adaptability of the proposed
SSDTS algorithm. The ﬁrst one is used to validate that
whether the SSDTS algorithm can process defective input
radar phrases with three different kinds of radar word errors.
The second one is utilized to analyze the effects of radar word
errors on identiﬁcation performance and validate the adapt-
ability of the proposed SSDTS algorithm in noisy environ-
ment. In each experiment, we introduce two particular
MFRs called Mercury and Pluto described in Ref.6 for perfor-
mance analysis.
TakeMercury as an example. This section ﬁrstly analyzes the
textual intelligence reports of Mercury found in Ref. 6, and then
reconstructs the grammars to create the requisite SCFG
Gsc = (Nsc,Rsc,Psc,Ssc,Dsc), where Nsc is the ﬁnite set of 40
non-terminal symbols; Rsc denotes the ﬁnite set of 9 terminal
symbols, namely, Rsc = {w1,w2, . . .,w9}; Ssc = <State>. A
part of the reconstructed production rules set Psc with the
corresponding probabilities set Dsc is given as below:
p21 :< State >!< Search >
p29 :< Search >!< SearchP >
p229 :< SearchP >!< FourWSearch >
p244 :< FourWSearch >! R1R2R4R5
p247 :< FourWSearch >! R5R1R2R4
p2149 : R1 ! w1
p2159 : R2 ! w2
p2179 : R4 ! w4
p2189 : R5 ! w5
..
.
where p2i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 193Þ represents the probabilities
of Dsc, respectively; <State>, <Search>, <SearchP>,
<FourWSearch> and Ri (i= 1,2,3,4,5) are non-terminal
symbols in Nsc, and the meaning of each symbol can be found
in Ref. 6; wi (i= 1,2, . . ., 9) denotes terminal symbols of Rsc
separately, which represents the radar words of the MFR
Mercury.
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at defective radar phrases
Suppose that after a period of scouting by reconnaissance
receivers, we obtain 3 radar phrases P1(w1w2w4w6),
P2(w1w2w4), P3(w1w2w4w5w8) of different MFR Mercury emit-
ters. The probabilities of CH error, DE error and IN error are
pCH, pDE and pIN respectively, and the probability of radar
word without any error occurring is q= 1  pCH  pDE  pIN.
In this section, we take the 3 radar phrases above for exam-
ples to verify the identiﬁcation and correction capability of the
SSDTS algorithm at defective input radar phrases.
(1) Disposal of CH error – Identiﬁcation of the radar
phrase P1
1 : ðState; StateÞ
) p21 : ðSearch; SearchÞ
) p21p29 : ðSearchP; SearchPÞ
) p21p29p229 : ðFourWSearch;FourWSearchÞ
) p21p29p229p244 : ðR1R2R4R5;R1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149q : ðw1R2R4R5;w1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159qq : ðw1w2R4R5;w1w2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179qqq : ðw1w2w4R5;w1w2w4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0 : ðw1w2w4w6;w1w2w4w5Þ
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
ð16Þ
where p0 = pCH/8, thus pðx jm1Þ ¼ p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189
qqqp0.
From Eq. (13) we obtain that p(m1 Œx) represents the
probability of identifying the radar phrase P1 as belonging to
the radar mode w1w2w4w5, which is one state in search mode
of Mercury. Supposing p(x Œm1) = 2.03 · 106 and p(m1) =
0.5, we can derive p(m1 Œx) = 1 from Eq. (13). Setting
e1 = e2 = 0.1 according to priori information, it can be con-
cluded by using Eqs. (14) and (15) that the identiﬁcation result
of P1 is w1w2w4w5, and the measured MFR emitter can be
judged as Mercury.
(2) Disposal of DE error – Identiﬁcation of the radar
phrase P2
1 : ðState; StateÞ
) p21 : ðSearch; SearchÞ
) p21p29 : ðSearchP; SearchPÞ
) p21p29p229 : ðFourWSearch;FourWSearchÞ
) p21p29p229p244 : ðR1R2R4R5;R1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149q : ðw1R2R4R5;w1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159qq : ðw1w2R4R5;w1w2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179qqq : ðw1w2w4R5;w1w2w4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0 : ðw1w2w4;w1w2w4w5Þ
8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:
ð17Þ
where p0 = pDE, thus pðxjm1Þ ¼ p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0.
From Eq. (13) we get that p(m1 Œx) represents the probabil-
ity of identifying the radar phrase P2 as belonging to the radar
mode w1w2w4w5, which denotes one state in search mode of
Mercury.1 : ðState; StateÞ
) p21 : ðSearch; SearchÞ
) p21p29 : ðSearchP; SearchPÞ
) p21p29p229 : ðFourWSearch;FourWSearchÞ
) p21p29p229p247 : ðR5R1R2R4;R5R1R2R4Þ
) p21p29p229p247p2149q : ðR5w1R2R4;R5w1R2R4Þ
) p21p29p229p247p2149p2159qq : ðR5w1w2R4;R5w1w2R4Þ
) p21p29p229p247p2149p2159p2179qqq : ðR5w1w2w4;R5w1w2w4Þ
) p21p29p229p247p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0 : ðw1w2w4;w5w1w2w4Þ
8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:
ð18Þ
where p0 = pDE, thus pðx jm2Þ¼ p21p29p229p247p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0.
From Eq. (13) we obtain that p(m2 Œx) represents the prob-
ability of identifying the radar phrase P2 as belonging to the
radar mode w5w1w2w4, which denotes another state in search
mode of Mercury.
From Eqs. (17) and (18) we can see that the radar phrase P2
can match with two different radar modes of Mercury. Suppos-
ing p244 < p
2
47, p(x Œm1) = 1.63 · 10
5, p(x Œm2) = 3.26 · 105,
and p(m1) = p(m2) = 0.5, we can derive p(m1 Œx) = 0.33 and
p(m2 Œx) = 0.67 according to Eq. (13). The prior thresholds
are set to be e1 = e2 = 0.1 according to priori information; it
can be obtained by using Eqs. (14) and (15) that the identiﬁca-
tion result of P2 is w5 w1w2w4, and the measured MFR emitter
can be judged as Mercury.
(3) Disposal of IN error – Identiﬁcation of the radar phrase
P3
1 : ðState; StateÞ
) p21 : ðSearch; SearchÞ
) p21p29 : ðSearchP; SearchPÞ
) p21p29p229 : ðFourWSearch;FourWSearchÞ
) p21p29p229p244 : ðR1R2R4R5;R1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149q : ðw1R2R4R5;w1R2R4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179qqq : ðw1w2w4R5;w1w2w4R5Þ
) p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189qqqp0 : ðw1w2w4w5w6;w1w2w4w5Þ
8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:
ð19Þ
where p0 = pIN/18, thus pðxjm1Þ ¼ p21p29p229p244p2149p2159p2179p2189
qqqp0.
From Eq. (13), we get that p(m1 Œx) represents the
probability of identifying the radar phrase P3 as belonging to
the radar mode w1w2w4w5, which represents one state in search
mode of Mercury. Supposing p(x Œm1) = 9.04 · 107 and
p(m1) = 0.5, we can derive p(m1 Œx) = 1 from Eq. (13). Setting
e1 = e2 = 0.1 according to priori information, it can be
concluded by using Eqs. (14) and (15) that the identiﬁcation
result of P3 is w1w2w4w5, and the measured MFR emitter can
be judged as Mercury.
It can be seen from the above experiment that the SSDTS
algorithm can not only correct the defective radar words with
CH error, DE error, and IN error, but also infer the phrases,
work modes and types of measured emitters at the same time.
4.2. Adaptability analysis of SSDTS algorithm in noisy
environment
In this section, we analyze the effects of the three radar
word errors on identiﬁcation performance and validate the
Fig. 4 Performance degradation of SSDTS algorithm in noisy
environment.
Fig. 3 Identiﬁcation performance of SSDTS algorithm.
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tion. Set the simulation scene as follows: there are two MFR
Ri(i= 1,2) called Mercury and Pluto respectively, whose work
modes and text intelligence reports can be found in Ref.6.
Firstly we analyze their textual intelligence reports and recon-
struct the grammars to create the requisite stochastic context
free grammars respectively, and then construct the SSTDS
algorithm for identiﬁcation. It is noticed that in the recon-
structed grammars, there exist 42 different radar phrases of
R1, which contains 9 distinct radar words; there also exist 10
different radar phrases of R2, which contains 5 varieties of
radar words. Each radar phrase of Ri(i= 1,2) only has 4 radar
words, so we simulate the identiﬁcation performance of the
SSTDS algorithm in two different error scenes: (1) 1 radar
word error happens; (2) 2 radar words error takes place. The
testing results are listed in Table 1.
From Table 1, it can be seen that the performance of the
SSTDS algorithm decreases rapidly as errors increase in noisy
environment. Fig. 3(a) shows the identiﬁcation performance
for one radar word error problem, where the marks DE,
CH, IN and aver represent DE error, CH error, IN error
and Total average mentioned in Table 1, respectively. In this
case, according to DE error, CH error and IN error, the iden-
tiﬁcation rate of the SSTDS algorithm on R1 emitters achieves
about 6.77%, 18.58%, 5.20% higher than that on R2 emitters
separately, so it can be obtained that CH error performs more
effects on R2 under this condition. Fig. 3(b) shows the identi-
ﬁcation performance for two radar words error problem. In
this case, according to DE error, CH error and IN error, the
identiﬁcation rate of the SSTDS algorithm on R1 emitters is
about 10.3%, 3.42%, 7.53% higher than that on R2 emitters
respectively, so it can be seen that CH error performs more
effects on R1 in this environment. The identiﬁcation rate on
R1 emitters with CH error is less than that on R2 emitters
for the two radar words error problem, because there are some
overlaps between the received radar R1 phrases with CH error
and R1 has more similar radar phrases than R2. From Table 1
and Fig. 3, it can also be seen that the total average identiﬁca-
tion rate on R1 emitters is higher than that on R2 emitters,
because R2 makes use of less radar words to describe work
modes, which can cause more overlaps between different radar
modes.
Fig. 4 shows the performance degradation of the SSDTS
algorithm for two radar words error problem compared with
one radar word error problem. It can be seen that compared
with one radar word error problem, the identiﬁcation rate on
R1 emitters for two radar words error problem decreases by
about 48% on CH error, while for the case of IN error and
DE error, the identiﬁcation rate decreases by about 7.83%
and 22.29% separately. In addition, the identiﬁcationTable 1 Effects of three radar word errors on identiﬁcation performance.
Error scene Emitter type Identiﬁcation rate (%)
DE error CH error IN error Total average
1 radar word error R1 73.17 84.50 90.88 82.85
R2 66.40 65.92 85.68 72.67
2 radar words error R1 50.88 36.50 83.05 56.81
R2 40.58 39.92 75.52 52.01
1512 L. Haijun et al.performance on R2 emitters decreases by about 26% on CH
error, while for the case of IN error and DE error, the identiﬁ-
cation rate decreases by about 10.16% and 25.82% respectively.
With the above analysis, it can be concluded that IN error plays
less effects on the identiﬁcation performance while DE error
and CH error play more, because the received radar phrases
with IN errors contain complete information of the original
radar phrases while the received phrases with DE errors and
CH errors contain incomplete information and there are some
overlaps between different radar modes.
5. Conclusions
(1) A new identiﬁcation method based on stochastic syntax-
directed translation schema is proposed in this paper.
The SSDTS algorithm can not only correct the defective
radar words by using the stochastic translation schema,
but also infer the phrases, working modes and types of
measured emitters correctly under noisy circumstance.
(2) Simulations are presented to demonstrate the identiﬁca-
tion capability and adaptability of the SSDTS algo-
rithm. It also concludes that IN error plays less effects
on identiﬁcation performance while DE error and CH
error play more.
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